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Résumé: Cet article vise à répondre à la question problématique de la présence et la vision
des espaces sacrés: comment il aurait pu être pour le spectateur byzantin de faire
l’expérience des choses «dans leur propre cw/ ra». En s’appliquant à la phénoménologie du
phénomène saturé de Jean°Luc Marion, on cherche à montrer comment le corps devient un
terrain phénoménologique de la vision, «l’écran» sur lequel est projetée une vision où le visible
et l’invisible se rencontrent. En dépit du spectacle exquis et varié, un principe semble être en
action dans ces espaces, ce qui fait bouger les choses, ainsi que le spectateur. Un mouvement
fluide (coro/ j) imprègne la matière et l’anime, il transfigure l’espace entier, ainsi que le sujet
humain. Provoqué par cette motion, complètement ébloui, en face de (ou dans) l’éblouissante
vision de l’or à clignoter, le spectateur se trouve en difficulté, la vision en excès. Et c’est là
que la présence s’installe.

Keywords: ekphrasis, cw/ ra, phenomenology, Jean°Luc Marion, saturated phenomenon,
Byzantine vision

This article traces the inciting topic that interiors of sacred spaces from the Mediteranean
world down to Byzantium were so lavishly decorated that their vision turned them into
marvellous sights to peruse. A magnificent display of gems, precious stones, such as onyx,
porphyry or Proconensian marble, and gold seen through the dense air imbued with smoke
and fragrance dissolved the interior into a mirage of glitter that seemed to come not from the
sun, but to emanate from inside. The gleaming reflection of light made these spaces look like
a cosmic abode, sometimes as a deceptive body. All this is described in provoking but eloquent
ekphraseis, I will argue, read aloud in recitations performed at the consecration of the space,
like the poem proffered in the year of grace 563 AD by the court poet of Justinian – Paulus
the Silentiary. 

The aim of this paper is to bring forth to scrutiny some of the most intriguing episodes from
these descriptions in front of which the beholder was deeply affected by the effusion of gold
and the radiance of the reflecting walls. Yet shining light did not seem to present in any of
these ekphraseis something that could be stabilized in a certain form, “eidetically” determined,
as Sallis might say. Rather, in front of such dazzling vision the sensible found itself senseless,
or, I will argue, in excess. With the help of the phenomenology of the saturated phenomenon,
I will eventually be able to define vision in excess, albeit a presence beyond touch, a fugitive
appearance glimpsed in these spaces. I must stress the interest of contemporary scholars1 for
these phenomena, recently debated in a round table devoted to the theme Byzantine
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Aesthetics in the Mediterranean: Poikilia, Marmarygma kai Empsychosis, organized by Bissera
Pentcheva at the International Byzantine Studies Congress, Sofia, Bulgaria, August 22°27, 2011.
The discussions, in which I participated2, were focused on the aesthetics of brilliance related
to phenomena of glitter, shadow, reverberation, and reonta (moving, kinetic, fugitive), which
endow interiors and objects with changing appearances, turning them into sites of animation
(empsychos)3. This paper is my contribution to the studies of presence, coming out from the
inspired talks at the conference on Presence in Bucharest 2007, as well as from the scholarly
concern with the aesthetics of brilliance and the phenomenology of the saturated phenomenon. 

Based extensively on ancient sources, this analysis will inevitably face the challenging
problem concerning their language. Words seem to be insufficient for the ancient authors to
describe the outstanding experiences. The poet experiences the failure of inadequacy to find
the right words when facing the spectacular lights and shifting surfaces at “the vesperal dawn”
(faesfori/hn èsperi/hn) in Hagia Sophia. How to confine in words such wonder (qa/mboj)? It
is when language is in stalemate: “But to sing with clear voice this vesperal dawn no words
are sufficient” (Paulus 807°808). Language breaks off. It must then take a different turn, perhaps
a special disposition and grace, as Eco might say. The expression “vesperal dawn”
(faesfori/hn èsperi/hn) is a juxtaposition of impossibilities, a paradox, from the point of view
of a linear discourse: thus it is an oxymoron. But for the poet of spiritual vision, it is the
expression of what is beyond comprehension and language, the testimony that one has reached
a limit beyond which thought cannot go, and perhaps where presence dwells. The eye must
prepare for a noetic vision (noh/seij): “Thus may you see (noh/seij) all that fills the eyes with
wonder” (Paulus 806°807). Figures of style and various literary tropes, among others,
oxymoron, will be instrumental in understanding the nature of this phenomenon, and will
eventually allow us come close to presence. In the following, I would like to focus on two
specific aspects ostensibly coming out from these ekphraseis: firstly, on a consistent
disposition of space and body towards a whirling movement; and secondly, on the moment
when the phenomenological experience reaches the high pitch of its contingency, and when
presence seems to emerge and yield as a saturated phenomenon.

Circular Presence

A line from Paulus Silentiary’s poem on Hagia Sophia gives full measure and configuration
of the amazing picture which seduces the eye of the Byzantine subject: “It is a miracle in
perpetual whirling (a’ eidi/nhton)4 that you are going to contemplate” (399), says Paulus the
Silentiary, prompting his audience before starting to describe the vision of sanctuary. As it
comes out, the whole vision of the church in Paulus’s poem turns circularly. Procopius’s
ekphrasis (532°37 AD) of the imperial church follows the same pattern and disposition of
architectural forms which create a bewildering sight of plans constantly shifting around, 
with elements retreating and receding (ùpocwrou~sa)5. This perception is captured in the
metaphor of the dancing columns, graciously moving their bodies in dancing steps and
counter°dancing turns. Likewise, everything is in ecstatic motion in Photius’s description; the
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church itself is circling around (peridonei’/sqai), “illuminated by the beauty in all forms shining
all around like so many stars”:

But when with difficulty one has torn oneself away from there and looked into the
church itself, with what joy (cara~j) and trepidation (tarach~j) and astonishment
(qau/matoj) is one filled! It is as if one had entered heaven itself with no one barring
the way from any side, and was illuminated by the beauty in all forms shining all around
like so many stars, so is one utterly amazed. Thenceforth it seems that everything is
in ecstatic motion, and the church itself is circling round (peridonei’/sqai). For the
spectator, through his whirling about (peristrofai’/j, lat. circumversetur) in all
directions and being constantly astir, which he is forced to experience by the
variegated spectacle on all sides, imagines that his personal condition is transferred to
the object. [all my italics]6

The circularity of architectural forms brings forth the idea that this space is a likeness of
cosmos on earth, a vision suggested in other ekphraseis7. But not only the architectural forms
go around in Hagia Sophia; the decoration too takes a circular disposition. In their spiral paths,
the veins of marble seem to give life to the inert matter. The curvilinear forms8 compose a
climactic image “full of grace”: the “tapestry of wary acanthus, a wandering contexture of spiky
points, all golden, full of grace” (661°663). An invisible presence seems to animate the surface
of things. In fine poetical metaphors, Paulus eloquently testifies to the agency of some presence
breathing/brushing over all surfaces and transfiguring everything in the space, enhancing the
perception of this whirling motion which engulfs the forms. The decoration of the marble
resonates with the curvilinear forms of the architecture, and the circular movement of light.
Is it this choral disposition that makes marble glitter with beauty which charms the heart and
enchants the stone? Grace appears to be generated at least by two agents: a dynamic circular
force animates the epidermis of marble and graciously curves it; and a paradoxical mixture
of snow and flash which makes matter come alive (646)9. Grace turns stone into life, thus the
“polish of the Bosphorus stone shimmers gently” (666). Enchantment is the effect of grace
that permeates matter, even the stone, as in line 663: “[…] glistening the enchanting grace of
stone” (sti/lbonta ca/rin qelxi/frona pe/trhj)10. Could such ineffable phenomena manifested
in space be associated with some presence? Entering this space, the beholder is so deeply
astonished by the marvellous vision and “with enchanted eyes (qelgome/noij de\ o’/mmasin) he
turns his neck in all directions”11. Likewise, after having experienced it, the soul of whoever
saw the bright vision is charmed (qölgetai), his spirit leaps out (törpei) (890°894). From the
entrance to the exit from this space, Paulus’s beholder is profoundly touched, entering into a
state of trance, or in a state of enchantment. This could fall under the phenomenology of
enchantment.

But in the midst of this charmed world, not only optical vision but the entire body of the
beholder is affected. The beholder finds himself in a state of bewilderment. The authors
consistently ascribe a sort of whirling movement to vision experienced in this holy space. Just
like the whirling vision of Paulus’s poem, Photius’s spectator too is whirling about
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(peristrofai’/j)12. He is caught up in a state similar to that of inebriation due to the deep
impression of the space swinging around him, to which he responds vividly with a sort of
vertigo. It is why, perhaps, Gregory of Nyssa said that “God makes a person dizzy”. Facing
the ontological gap between Creator and creation, suggests Gregory of Nyssa, the person is
subject to vertigo (i/liggoj), which makes the mind overcome with dizziness and stumbles all
over the place because it cannot lay hold of transcendent reality. Stupefied by the perplexing
vision, Photius’s beholder is constantly astir on all sides by the variegated spectacle, which
he is induced to imagine. Like Nyssa’s inebriated beholder, Photius’s spectator is not able to
lay hold of the higher reality. But as Photius writes: “through his whirling about (peristrofai’/j)
[…] he imagines that his personal condition is transferred to the object” [all my italics]. Perhaps
this line gives us a clue to how important is to stress the affinity between the disposition of
the sensible and intelligible things, the empathy between different realms of things in the space
of Hagia Sophia. To endorse this idea, it is interesting to note that on a theological plan it is
exactly the whirling motion which defines the relationship between the divine persons (God
the Father, Jesus Christ the Son, and the Holy Spirit) within the Trinity as the eternal dance,
peri-cwrösij (“interpenetration” or “rotation”). The whirling motion of the Byzantine spectator,
perhaps the response of man to a subtle, indescribable presence, which induces dizziness to
the beholder, pervades, traverses and transfigures everything in the space, holding visible and
invisible together. In this spectacle of marvel, human body becomes, so to speak, the
phenomenological ground of an overwhelming vision, a “screen” on which image is
projected in the imagination. A principle must be at work in these spaces that makes everything
moving, circling about. This hypothesis, I have explored in depth somewhere else13, coming
to the conclusion that this principle could be identified as the movement coro/j.

Dazzling Presence – Vision in Excess

Yet it is not only an enchanting vertigo that the beholder experiences in the Byzantine sacred
space of Hagia Sophia. The visual effect created in this space paved and walled with precious
stones, silver and gold, “exceeding all measure” (Michael, line 190) is tremendous. What
manner of craft (stonework) is this, asks himself Michael the Thessalonica? The diversified
way of blending stone with gold and silver results into “something that surpasses even the gold,
which is of one colour” (Michael, lines 77°78). Indeed, the craftsmanship of such work, in
which man and god, nature and art collaborate, bring out an amazing work. One even shows
stone under the guise of living flesh (Michael, lines 169°170), or polishes the roughness of
stone into real mirrors (Michael, line 162), creating spectacular effects of flashing light. “Thus
has the stone […] yielded, […] it sparkles (marmai/rei) brilliantly and agreeably to the eyes”
(Michael, line 162°164). The image of the flashing light of gold is a topos, which Paulus the
Silentiary takes up in his poem as well. Vision of abundant radiance of light steaming from
such gilded walls violates the eyes, testing the limits of perception.

The roof is compacted of gilded tesserae from which a glittering (marmai/rousa)
stream of golden ray pours abundantly and strikes men’s eyes with irresistible force.
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It is as if one were gazing at the midday sun in spring, when he gilds each mountain
(668°672).

The golden stream of ray “strikes” (e’peski/rthse)14 the eye with such force so that one could
scarcely bear to look at the image. The refulgence of golden mosaics is dazzling. This fluid
vision is evoked again in the 12th°century ekphrasis of Hagia Sohia which describes the collision
between the eyes as a refulgence of gold. The eyes of the beholder become the ground, so to
speak, of the unbearable, stormy reflection of light. Here is what Michael of Thessalonica has
to say:

How its countenance flashes forth (purra/zei) (fiery red) like liquid through gold
which is everywhere […] the brightness of the gold almost makes the gold appear to
drip down; for by its refulgence making waves15 to arise, as it were, in eyes that are
moist, it causes their moisture to appear in the gold which is seen, and it seems to be
flowing in a molten stream.16

The golden stream of light makes vision flowing forth and dripping down, making indistinct
the line between what is seen and who is looking at, between the seen and the seer. Thus, the
division between the subject and the object is blurred. How could one define this kind of visual
perception? The eye injury caused by bright light seems to contradict the old theory of
perception extramission, according to which a visual fire emanates from the eye itself. Rather,
the passage may be related to the intromission theory advocated by theorists interested in
physiological aspects of vision (like Democritus and Aristotle). Yet the question persists: could
we ascribe these phenomena depicted by ancient authors to mere physiology of perception,
or could we further explore them? And what could be the relevance of such inquiry for the
question of presence? The inquiry could gain more just by following the use of the term relative
to phenomena of brilliance, such as flashing, gleaming, sparkling (marmaruga/j), which was
evoked several times in our texts. This special term was quite prolific in the philosophical
discourse, at least since Plato. Let us turn then to philosophy, to the latest of the pheno-
menology of Jean°Luc Marion. 

In his latest formulation of phenomenology, devoted to the saturated phenomenon, Jean°Luc
Marion asks himself whether and how the invisible might be given as a phenomenon; if it could
be possible to describe metaphysics from a “metaphysically neutral” ground, i.e.,
phenomenology. More specifically, he asks if phenomenology can include phenomena of
revelation. From Husserl to Merleau°Ponty no phenomenonlogy clarifies however the
question regarding what kind of invisibilities (l’invu) could be made “visible”17. Marion claims
that he could open an access to the invisible by saturation. In his search, Marion takes up Plato’s
allegory of the cave from Republic book VII 517b°c, 518a°b, where the term in point comes
out and is used by Socrates to elucidate the riddle of vision. Defining the prison°house as the
world of sight, the light of the fire as the sun, and the journey upwards as the ascent of the
soul into the intellectual world, Socrates depicts vision in excess by the agency of the term
marmaruga/j, providing thus Marion a strong model and the perspective of a long tradition:
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Socrates: Any one who has common sense will remember that the bewilderments
of the eyes are of two kinds, and arise from two causes, either from coming out of the
light or from going into the light, which is true of the mind’s eye, quite as much as of
the bodily eye; and he who remembers this when he sees any one whose vision is
perplexed and weak, will not be too ready to laugh; he will first ask whether that soul
of man has come out of the brighter light, and is unable to see because unaccustomed
to the dark, or having turned from darkness to the day is dazzled by excess of light (or,
exceeding brilliance of light) (lamprotörou marmarugh~j e’mpöplhstai) (Republic book
VII 517b°c, 518a°b).

Vision of the Platonic prisoner overwhelmed by the dazzling brilliance of light at his exit
from the cave is crucial for Marion to apprehend and seize what he calls vision in excess of
the saturated phenomenon. In Marion’s definition of the saturated phenomenon, the invisible
gives itself not, as one might think, by default or lack, but by excess18. Therefore the saturation
of vision is described by exceeding brilliance of light (lamprotörou marmarugh~j e’mpöplhstai)
which is bedazzling19. Hence the dazzling light that overwhelms the viewer (l’adonné). In his
In Excess, Marion describes in a vivid passage the strong impact on the beholder of the given
phenomenon:

[T]he given, unseen but received, is projected on l’adonné (or consciousness, if one
prefers) as on a screen; all the power of this given comes from crashing down on this
screen, provoking all at once a double visibility. a) First, that of the given, of course,
the impact of which (until then invisible) bursts, explodes and is broken up in its outlines,
the first visible. One could also imagine the model of a prism that stops white light,
until then invisible, and breaks it up into a spectrum of elementary colors, colors that
are finally visible.20

The saturated phenomenon is described by Marion as a vision which is not invisible but
visible in excess, therefore it leads to a saturation of the horizon. The invisible gives itself as
an event, a projection upon its recipient, on l’adonné, as on a screen. The act of giving is the
event which comes with all power to crash down upon the screen, as an explosion, a burst out,
shattering its recipient. The model of a prism which breaks free from the invisible into a
spectrum of multiple colours that are visible is utterly evocative. I do not know if Marion had
in mind the model of Iris (rainbow), which inspired Basil the Great’s mystical theology and
Dante’s poetical vision in their aim to express something ineffable, the move from the invisible
to the visible, from essence to hypostasis. Marion’s vision of the prism triggers no doubt an
associative thinking echoing Basil the Great’s text. Using the rainbow as a comparative term,
Basil clarifies the problem of distinction between the invisible essence of the phenomenon
which is one and unbroken, and the colour, which is its manifestation in the visible, and which
is multiple by contrast to the essence: “It is the colour of the phenomenon that is multiform,”
pronounces Basil. The term marmaruga/j emerges in Basil’s demonstration in order to help
him explain phenomena of refraction of the phenomenon, like in a mirror21: “For flame°like
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flashing (flogw/ desi marmarugai@j) are so constituted that if they fall on any smooth surface
they are refracted on themselves…” (140) The metaphor of the mirror is important too, to back
up the idea of simultaneity of cause and effect, essence (brightness) and manifestation (flame). 

Homer’s poetical use of the term reveals its instrumentality in helping the poet to capture
the exuberant performance of dancers in his Odyssey (book 8. 26o°265). Thus has the blind
poet imagined how: “Odysseus gazed at the twinklings (marmaruga\ j) of their feet and
marvelled in spirit.” (Odysseus 8.264°265) The ineffable flashing light produced by the
energetic steps of the dancers instantly bringing into being (and visible) the lovely dance (coro\n
qei~on). At once, the dancing floor and the dance itself; such is the impermanent space of
performance circumscribed in the heated air – the fugitive presence of dance and its mirage.
In a brief note to the saturated phenomenon, Marion points out the power of the word
marmarugh/ in Homer’s poem to express the whole perception of the vibration of the overheated
air. The richness of this term from old sources brings us closer to a layer of meaning behind
which presence could be only foreseen. It is my assumption that the authors of our
ekphraseis may have resorted to such a prestigious tradition and its literary tools with all their
power22, where the motif of flashing light striking the eye was a topos. The notion of movement
so crucial in my demonstration is apparently embedded in the etymology of the word. As Barry
so astutely points out, the ancient word marmairein meaning “to glisten” implies motion carried
by its Sanskrit root, mar, which originally indicated the movement of the waves23. Thus create
a marine blast of waves the dazzling radiance of gold in the eye of the Byzantine beholder,
surpassing the limits of the viewer’s optical capability. Here, the ancient language seems to
capture something ineffable from this fugitive experience which has some affinity with the
saturated phenomenon. The effect of this experience is phenomenal: the tears break into the
glorious vision of the multicoloured Iris giving rise to the moist saturated vision. Tears could
be a sublime organ of vision, capable to unveil something from beyond. As Jacques Derrida
eloquently put it, at the very moment they veil sight, tears would unveil what is proper to eye,
that is, blindness into true seeing.24 Such is vision of tears described by Michael of
Thessalonika (lines 77°78), in which the flash of light generates “something that surpasses even
the gold, which is of one colour”. In the theological discourse of Basil the Great, the variegated
brightness of tints of Iris challenges vision making “impossible for us to apprehend by our
senses any interval between them (i.e. the colours)”25. Both cases seem to have affinity with
the phenomena of saturation of vision described by Marion, in which vision is not truly
invisible, but visible in excess, which leads to a saturation of the horizon. Hence the dazzling
vision bedazzles the viewer. Dazzled by the excess of light and the spectacular variegated
vision, the Byzantine beholder finds himself in the middle of things, right in their own cw/ ra26.
To be in cw/ ra is to be moved by this choral movement, to be enchanted by its swift swirling
presence. 

Addendum

It might have perhaps become apparent by now that the condition for presence to emerge
in such space was movement – a specific movement which has affinity with cw/ ra27. The
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Byzantine ekphraseis consistently evoked the idea that the ancient Greek cw/ ra continued to
be understood as a space for which room was made, cleared out by a movement, coro/ j. I should
not draw the last conclusion of this article before stressing that the idea of movement, as
instrumental in defining cw/ ra, has received much inspiration and support from John Sallis’s
interpretation of the Platonic cw/ ra. In his chorology28, Sallis has challenged the scholarship
of the Platonic concept cw/ ra and what has been thought to be an impossible presence, an idea
advocated by Derrida29. He takes an important turn and explores the possibility of
manifestation of cw/ ra showing that there are passages in Timaeus, which refer to the appearing
of the cw/ ra as a paradoxical self°showing30. Thus, there is movement in the cw/ ra, following
the Greek view of spatiality, and therefore presence of the cw/ ra could only be glimpsed in
movement; therefore, we could call it a “motional presence”.

Much has been added to the problematic of presence by the old ekphraseis of cw/ ra space
selectively analysed in this article. Vision emerging from this space adorned with golden walls
polished like mirrors provided most spectacular experiences for the beholder who could not
remain still. The idea of mirror space is present in Byzantine ekphraseis, as mentioned above,
as well as in Byzatine theology as already mentioned. It is interesting to note that in Sallis’s
argumentation for the definition of the Platonic space cw/ ra, mirror plays an important role
as an attribute. The cw/ ra is, according to Sallis, anything but a mere mirror in which perpetual
being would be reflected and the cosmos fabricated (Sallis 1999, p. 122). In his commentary
on Plato’s Republic (290), Proclus advocates the idea that the mirror’s image acts
“sympathetically to retain the qualities of the bodies from which they came”31. As Jean°Pierre
Vernant has so well argued, mirror’s image has had in fact a colossal importance in ancient
time to define an aesthetic of brilliance and to express phenomena of presence. A power
emanates from the mirror reflection, which was purposely used as a theatrical device to convey
a “real efficaciousness” of image, “an active power that emanates from it”. Thus, as Vernant
explains, “in the sympathy they shared,” there was apparently no absolute break between the
image and the real thing. The mirror opens a breach in the backdrop of phenomena to display
the invisible, to reveal the divine, and let it be seen in the brilliance of a mysterious epiphany32.
On this ground one could perhaps look at the Byzantine sacred space as a recipient for a
mirror°image of choral presence, whose cosmic dimension comes to stress in a conspicuous
way its Platonic origins. The swirling force which engulfs the Byzantine subject is the outcome
of this presence of which the Byzantine authors were perhaps aware. At this point it is
interesting to remark Plato’s further argumentation in the same dialogue which might be
relevant to my final conclusion. This concerns Plato’s statement that in order to reach “the
brightest region of being” (tou~ o’/ntoj to/ fano/taton) (518C) it is necessary to acquire what
he calls an “art of shifting (th~j periagwgh~j töcnh) or conversion of the soul“ (518d),
something “like the scene°shifting periact (periaktöon)33 in the theatre”34 (518c). This makes
me think that we could perhaps put in relation the two aspects emphasized throughout this paper,
namely, the swirling motion which rules upon both the Byzantine space and its beholder, and
the moment when vision reaches its saturation, giving way to presence to emerge. This is to
say that, following Plato’s line of thinking, in order to attain sacred vision, one must first possess
the skill of performing the scene°shifting Byzantine periact, the art of conversion of the soul.
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From this perspective, the exquisite Byzantine spectacle appears to be in fact a vast stage of
transformation achieved by the agency of the fluid motion (coro/j), which pervades all matter
and eventually transfigures the Byzantine subject, who is in return “enchanted” (qölgetai).
This enchantment he experiences as presence. But in order to fully experience its splendour,
it is said that one must assiduously brush up this mirror image and polish it according to some
choral technique35.
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17 Idem, In Excess: Studies in Saturated Phenomena, trans. Robyn Horner (Bronx, NY: Fordham UP, 2004) 111.
18 Marion, In Excess 112ff.
19 Jean°Luc Marion, The Visible and the Revealed, trans. Christina M. Gschwandtner (Bronx, NY: Fordham UP, 2008)

36°37.
20 Idem, In Excess 50.
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21 [gazing at the unbegotten beauty in the Begotten. Just as he who in a polised mirror beholds the reflection of the
form as plain knowledge of the represented face]. Saint Basil the Great, Letter XXXVIII. 5, To his Brother Gregory,
concerning the difference between ou’si/a and u’po/stasij, trans. Rev. Blomfield Jackson, in A Select Library of
Nicene and Post°Nicene Fathers of the Christian Church, ed. Philip Schaff, vol. 8 (Edinburgh: T&T Clark
Edinburgh, 1989) 141. Cf. the Greek PG 32, 356. 

22 This becomes clearer only if one tries to reconstitute the intellectual world in which these ekphraseis have been
written, and to consider that the late fifth and early sixth centuries were times of active philosophical
development marked by Neo°Platonism.

23 Barry 631. 
24 Jacques Derrida, Memoirs of the Blind: The Self-Portrait and Other Ruins, Trans. Pascale-Anne Brault and Michael

Naas, Chicago: U of Chicago P, 1993, p. 126. However, Derrida does not draw on the metaphor of tears that see
as does Marvell in his Eyes and Tears (”These weeping eyes, those seeing tears”), but rather on tears which blind
and aquire another vision.

25 Saint Basil the Great, Letter XXXVIII. 5, 140.
26 In the words of Michael of Thessalonika: “their moisture (of the eyes) appear in the gold which is seen” (Mango

and Parker, “Twelfth°Century Description” 237). Describing the beholder’s experience, Photius too points out to
the same idea: “For the spectator, through his whirling about (peristrofai’/j) … he is forced to experience by the
variegated spectacle on all sides, imagines that his personal condition is transferred to the object.” (Cf. Photius’s
homily X 185)

27 It should be stressed here that the Greek words for space, cw/ ra and cw/ roj are etymologically related to words
such as cwröw and cwrh/somai, which indicate a kind of movement, making plausible the etymological kinship
between the Greek words for space (cw/ ra, cw/ roj) and for movement (cwro/j). It is perhaps such an observation
that prompts some scholars to suggest that, since time immemorial of the earliest Greeks, space is a place cleared
out or freed from its boundary from where it begins its presencing (M. Heidegger, “Building Dwelling Thinking,”
Poetry, Language, Thought, trans. A. Hofstadter (New York: Harper, 1985) 154). 

28 John Sallis, Chorology: On Beginning in Plato’s Timaeus (Bloomington: Indiana UP, 1999).
29 Jacques Derrida, “Khora” in On the Name, ed. Thomas Dutoit, tr. David Wood, John P. Leavey, and Ian Mcleod,

Stanford: Stanford University Press 1995, translation of Derrida, Jacques 1993: Khôra. Paris: Galilée.
30 J. Sallis, “Daydream,” Revue Internationale de Philosophie vol. 52 No. 205 (3/1998): esp. 406°409. 
31 Apud. Jean°Pierre Vernant, “In the Mirror of Medusa, Mortal and Immortals“, Princeton University of Press, 1991,

p. 148.
32 Vernant 141.
33 periaktöon is probably a reference to the peri/aktoi or triangular prisms on each side of the stage. They revolved

on an axis and had different scenes painted on their three faces. Many scholars are of the opinion that they were
not known in the classical period, as they are mentioned only by late writers; but others do not consider this
conclusive evidence, as a number of classical plays seem to have required something of the sort. Cf. O. Navarre
in Daremberg°Saglio s.v. Machine, p. 1469. Translated as capstan or windlass was used in sailing! (Capstan is a
vertical°axled rotating machine developed for use on sailing ships to apply force to ropes, cables, and hawsers.
The principle is similar to that of the windlass, which has a horizontal axle.

34 “Even so this organ of knowledge must be turned around from the world of becoming together with the entire soul,
like the scene°shifting periact in the theater, until the soul is able to endure the contemplation of essence and the
brightest region of being.” (518C)

35 Eva de Vitray°Meyerovitch, Anthologie du soufisme, Paris: Sindbad 1978, pp. 38°39.
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